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GM RECOMMENDS PRO-CUT GYR OR
GYR-COMPATIBLE TO USA DEALERS

West Lebanon, NH

Building on General Motor’s 2004 mandate that all US and
Canadian Chevrolet and GMC dealers purchase a Pro-Cut PFM 9.2
on-car lathe, the company now recommends only GYR or GYR-
Compatible versions of Pro-Cut’s on-car brake lathes be used,
effective August, 2011.

The GYR electronics package is an upgrade that allows a Pro-Cut
lathe to scan the VIN number and direct the technician to make an
in-spec repair. In addition, results of each repair and the geometry
of every rotor serviced may be printed for the customer and are
automatically saved to the on-board tablet and the Cloud. GM, the
dealer, and the customer can be assured of the quality of every
brake job.

Pro-Cut now makes GYR-compatible lathes that easily accept the
electronics package in both the PFM9.2 and A10 Warthog models.

“GM understands the value of a quality repair and ability of 
Pro-Cut GYR systems to insure quality. They’re raising the bar to
make sure new lathes flowing into their dealer network are GYR
or GYR-compatible speaks to the direction in which the auto
industry, and the whole world, is headed: using technology to
improve efficiency, quality, customer satisfaction and, ultimately,
profits,” says Jeff Hastings, President.

Pro-Cut International is the world leader in on-car brake lathes. 
The company is located in West Lebanon, NH.

For more information visit www.procutusa.com or contact 
Jeff Hastings @ 800-543-6618, Ext. 103.

GYR. Pro-Cut’s complete brake
repair system directs techs
through the rotor matching
process and captures the finished
condition of each serviced rotor.
GM has recommended the GYR
for all US and Canadian Chevrolet
and GMC dealers.


